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Our conclusion in this month’s essay is that the importance of the
individual architect has been increasing concerning architectural innovation,
and that the influence of architecture over the individual has become larger.
The architectural styles and ideas developed by architects have spread
and influenced architects, and architects who have received these new ideas
use them in their own works and make them spread further. This is how the
establishment of new architectural styles are achieved.
From ancient times, numerous
styles of architecture have existed
around the world, like the ancient
housings of Egyptians. These
architectural styles tended to be the
result of the trial and error of the
residents there, and were unique and
tended to be the best adapted
Ancient housings of Egyptians
solutions to the land, using building
materials from the vicinity.
Nowadays, the development of
communication technologies,
architectural technologies, the
distribution network, and also the
prosperity of Capitalism has
promoted the spreading of
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architectural styles and ideas,
enabling us to build the same kinds of buildings almost anywhere. For
example, the methods of Le Corbusier, who used reinforced concrete as a
building material for the first time, became the models of “modern
architecture”, and spread all around the world by these developments.
In short, the ideas of architects can influence a wider range of
architectural designs around the world nowadays, and judging from this, the
importance and influence of individual innovative architects has increased.

Architecture has been created
in this way, and has had an enormous
influence over the society and the
individual since ancient times. For
example, the city of ancient Rome
had numerous aqueducts and
complex sewage systems which
provided clean water, kept the city
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clean, and prevented pollution of the
water and the widespread of waterborne diseases. Cities and buildings have
protected humans like this since ancient times. However, architecture has had
more roles to play than just providing safety in recent ages.
To begin with, architecture, especially houses, greatly affects the
lifestyle of residents because the design and function of architecture restricts
people's behaviors and create their lifestyles. Therefore, nowadays, the
customers’ requests have become more complicated and they also expect
architects to add another twist to them from a professional perspective. That is
why architects try to hear what kind of houses that the customers want,
arrange them, and propose unique plans for customers. For example, if a
customer wants to promote interaction between his family, the architect puts
the living room in the center of the house so that they will pass through it and
gather there. Therefore, it can be said that architectures design and produce the
lifestyles of people, which is why professional advice is recommended when
designing them.
Architectures must also have the ability to promote the community of
men, so it is necessary for architects to design public infrastructures in ways
that would prevent this, and also build public spaces such as parks, when
designing cities. Parks are also vitally important to urban planning because
nature is indispensable for living a healthy life. These spaces make people
interact and exchange ideas and stimulate each other, resulting in the
establishment of culture and the progress of innovation in the long run. The

salons of 18th century France led to the
advancement of culture, promoting
literature and ideologies such as the
philosophy of the European
Enlightenment.
Nowadays, there is a possibility
that the significance of architecture
itself will begin to change in the near
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future, because of technological
developments such as the Internet. Nowadays, you can chat, do research, and
attend classes online right in your room. Many companies like Microsoft have
begun electronic commuting, and the center of amusement is also shifting
towards the Internet. Our lives are becoming increasingly dependent on the
Internet, and if this continues, the activities of mankind could become based in
the Internet space, so architectures must adapt to this change.

Considering all of this, the individual architect’s significance has
become a greater one nowadays, because of the increase in the range of his
influence over architecture has widened. It can also be said that the architects’
roles have diversified from the change of society and customers.
Architecture’s role has diversified as well, but now they are facing an
unprecedented change of society, mostly by the technological developments
like the Internet. Architecture must now go through a change in order to adapt
to the society and fulfill its demands, and thus their great influence over the
lives of human beings will not waver.

